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Cinco de mambo
SHERRY GURTLER/Mustang Daily
Tito Puente and his Latin Jazz All Stars brought their mambo, samba, congo and other spicy 
musicai styies to Chumash Auditorium Tuesday night. The concert was a part of Cal Poly’s Cinco 
de Mayo celebration.
Talk of budget woes continue
Baker says financial forecast was worst than expected
By Mary Kay Duffy
StaH Writer
President Warren Baker and 
Vice President for Academic Af­
fairs Robert Koob discussed con­
cerns about the proposed budget 
cuts at the Academic Senate 
meeting Tuesday.
Baker opened up the discus­
sion by providing some back­
ground about the situation.
When administration officials 
received the financial forecast in 
March, it was much worse than 
what they had originally ex­
pected, Baker said.
Tb make matters worse, the 
state expects the university to 
make its budget revisions by the 
end of this month.
While the administration is 
kxiking at alternatives. Baker is 
not optimistic about the situa­
tion.
“I don’t see the picture as get­
ting better,” he said. “I think it is 
going to be much worse than we 
anticipated.”
Baker said he does not think 
that a fee increase would make a 
difference in the situation. “I 
don’t think its going to help. I 
don’t see easy times in our fu­
ture.”
He asked for faculty and staff 
involvement during the discus­
sion. The Academic Senate chair­
man and the Senate’s Budget 
Committee chair will be “the
“ Changes happen in 
the fa cu lty  because 
tha t is where m ost o f 
the m oney is. If you 
can fin d  another set o f 
choices, then I’d 
ce rta in ly  like  to  hear
them ." Robert Koob, 
Academic Affairs
communicating link between the 
faculty and the administration.”
Koob further explained the 
situation. He said the purpose of 
the Academic Senate is to 
evaluate university programs for 
program worth. The administra­
tion makes its decisions based on 
these evaluations.
However, the budget crisis did 
not allow enough time for a com­
plete review pr<x;ess, Kcxib said.
“We needed to come up with a
plan for ‘what happens if ,” Koob 
said. “The worst thing to do is 
not plan,”
Many senators expressed con­
cerns about the administration’s 
priorities when making its 
budget decisions. Most of Cal 
Poly’s proposed cuts are from 
personnel. Some senators asked 
if the operating and equipment 
budget is more important than 
personnel.
“We need to re-establish the 
quality balance in the univer­
sity,” Koob said. “Changes hap­
pen in the faculty because that is 
where most of the money is. If 
you can find another set of 
choices, then I’d certainly like to 
hear them.”
Senator Nancy Morris, from 
the home economics department, 
said she was concerned with the 
process in determining which 
departments are being targeted 
for elimination.
Kristin Bumett, ASI academic 
coordinator and ASI president­
elect, questioned why some 
majors were being targeted while 
two new departments, music and 
philosophy, were recently added.
See SKNATK, page 11
Politics, A & E .
Council votes to 
construct new 
SLO bike lanes
CITY
COUNCIL
By Bryan Bailey
Staff Writer
After nearly 
four hours and 
46 individual 
s t a t e m e n t s  
from local resi­
dents, the San ___________ _
Luis Obispo
City Council approved a resolu­
tion Tuesday which calls for the 
development o f new bike lanes in 
11 areas throughout the city.
The council set aside most 
other items on the agenda to ad­
dress the proposal from the city’s 
Bicycle Advisory Committee, 
which included a recommenda­
tion to reallocate $400,000 that 
had been previously allocated 
toward bikeway improvement 
projects.
In addition to approving the 
committee’s proposal in a series 
o f votes, the council also 
returned a proposal by Jim 
Merkel, vice chairman of the 
Sierra Club, to the committee 
and city planning staff.
Merkel’s proposal was to 
create bike lanes on Higuera and
Marsh streets in addition to the 
11 areas already slated for 
bicycle development.
“(There are) no downtown 
bike lanes, where they are 
needed most,” Merkel told the 
council.
The advisory committee’s 
presentation, given by City Prin­
cipal Planner Tbrry Sanville, was
“The staff feels we 
have succeeded in a 
project that will work.’’
Terry Sanville, 
city planner
the culmination of almost six 
months of meetings held twice a 
week “to generate ideas for im­
proving the state of bicycling in 
San Luis Obispo,” Sanville said.
“The staff feels we have suc- 
Sec CITY COUNCIL, page 11
Student charged for 
making bomb threat
By Jason Foster 
Editorial Staff
The San Luis Obispo Dis­
trict Attorney’s office filed a 
charge Tuesday against a Cal 
Pbly student accused of making 
a bomb threat against the 
university.
Garni ni Weerasekera, a 23- 
year-old agricultural science 
senior, faces one count of 
making a false bomb report to 
a peace officer, a San Luis 
O bispo M unicipa l C ourt 
employee said Wednesday.
W eerasekera  a lleg ed ly  
called the San Luis Obispo 
police May 1 and threatened to 
bomb several buildings on the 
Cal Poly campus.
Weerasekera’s preliminary 
hearing will be held June 9.
If convicted, Weerasekera 
could face up to a year in state 
prison or the County Jail.
Carl Wallace, head of Cal 
Poly Judicial Affairs, said Wed­
nesday that he had been “in 
discussion with Public Safety” 
earlier this week about this 
matter. He said he is waiting 
for Public Safety to send him a 
report before he begins the
campus judicial process.
Joe Risser, director of Public 
Safety, said earlier this week 
that Weerasekera could face 
expulsion if  found guilty.
Public Safety Investigator 
Ray Berrett said Wednesday 
that the campus police are in­
vestigating if  Weerasekera 
made other bomb threats 
against Cal Poly.
“Naturally, you want to look 
and see if  there’s a pattern in­
volving (bomb threats),” Ber­
rett said.
T h e c h a r g e  a g a in s t  
Weerasekera brought a mixed 
reaction from Philip Bailey, 
dean of the bomb threat- 
plagued School o f Science and 
Math.
Bailey said Wednesday that 
he was “not happy” that a stu­
dent apparently was caught 
making a threat, but “it is a 
relief that finally we were able 
to catch a suspect.”
Bailey said the SOS AM has 
been affected by several bomb 
threats since last August. 
Bailey said he hopes the 
university will pursue compen­
sation for money lost from clos- 
Scc BOMB, page 3
Hillary Clinton, wife of presidential 
hopeful Bill Clinton, is coming to Cal 
Poly as part of a Central Coast fund­
raising trip.
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Master lensman Mark 
Kauffman and 50 years 
of photojournalism.
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Slashed.
The local arm of the California Conser­
vation Corps is feeling the pinch from 
the state's fiscal crisis.
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Moscow makes ruble 
globally competitive
MOSCOW — Strengthened by new 
promises of $24 billion in Western assis­
tance, the Russian government announced 
Tuesday that it will make the ruble convert- 
able into other currencies as a major step 
towards establishing a free-market economy 
here.
Konstantin Kagalovsky, a senior Russian 
official, said the government expects that the 
countries much-weakened currency will 
trade initially this summer at roughly 80 
rubles to the U.S. dollar — a 33 percent 
surge in value — and that the Russian 
Central Bank will then use Western aid to 
maintain the exchange rate.
“From August 1, we intend to have a fixed 
rate of exchange, making the ruble convert- 
able ... within a margin of 7.5 percent up or 
down,” Kagalovsky said, outlining plans that 
will allow Russians, as well as international 
investors, to decide whether to hold their 
money in rubles or dollars.
Although the government will test the 
market for a month by allowng the ruble to 
float freely, 80 rubles per dollar would be 
“realistic,” Kagalovsky said, and the Russian 
Central Bank is prepared to support such a 
rate with its reserves and the new foreign 
credits.
Additional reforms — a sharp increase in 
interest rates, further budget cuts and an 
end to most control on exports-imports — 
will be undertaken at the same time, 
Kagalovsky said.
Bush sees no peace by Strategic Air Command 
“dumping” aid on poor iaunches iast iCBM
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush, 
heading to riot-tom Los Angeles and seeking 
ways to “guarantee tranquilit)^ in urban 
America, said Wednesday the answer is not 
to “dump largesse” on the poor.
In remarks at the White House before 
leaving. Bush declared he was not satisfied 
with past government responses, including 
the liberal Great Society anti-poverty 
programs.
“I think we can do better,” he said.
He added, “This is no time to play the 
blame game.” He said all Americans want “to 
see that what happened in Los Angeles 
never happens again. We all want to solve 
the problems.”
“The fact is, in the past decade spending 
is up, a number of programs are up,” Bush 
said. “And yet, let’s face it, that has not 
solved many of the fundamental problems 
that plague our cities.”
Bush said he would make new proposals 
after surveying the situation in Los Angeles, 
but he declined to be specific. His press 
secretary Marlin Fitzwater said earlier that 
the Los Angeles crisis would bring “a 
renewed effort to get passage” of proposals 
already put forward by the administration.
Bush referred to his proposals for tenant 
housing ownership and for incentives to 
bring businesses into inner cities, saying, “It 
is far more important to give people a piece 
of the action than simply to have the federal 
government dump largesse on them.”
Woodside
A P A J I T M E I V T S
Private Bedrooms for as little as *300
PUT TOGETHER YOUR OWN GROUP 
AND SIGN ONE LEASE TO SAVE
Come check us out, and be eligible for 
a FREE Trip TO HAWAII!
Details at Woodside
200 N.Santa Rosa SLO 544-7007
Mentor Program
Ciirdinet-Hughes-Clayton is offering career 
onportunities for business graduates interested in 
sales and marketing.
Participate in sales or Marketing Mentor Program 
and get first hand experience from professionals in 
the field, while earning a salary plus commission.
Cardinet-Hughes-Clayton also offers a wide variety 
of financial products and services to business 
owners and professionals. C3
CAKDINIT 
HlK'.Hl-S 
Cl AVION
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
(408) 998-1600 - Theresa
OR SEND RESUME TO:
Candinet-Hughs-Qayton 
99 Almadén Blvd., Suite 555 
San Jose, CA 95113
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, Calif. 
(AP) — The Strategic Air Command, facing 
dissolution next month in the Air Force s 
post-Cold War realignment, launched an in­
tercontinental ballistic missile for the last 
time.
An airborne SAC missile crew flying in a 
Boeing 707 sent the fire signal to an un­
armed Minuteman 3 in an underground 
launch facility at 5:22 p.m. Tuesday. It was 
the 153rd Minuteman 3 launch by SAC in 33 
years.
Thirty seconds after liftoff it vanished 
into clouds over the Pacific Ocean and 30 
minutes later its re-entry vehicles struck tar­
gets 4,200 nautical miles southwest of Van- 
denberg on the Army’s Kwajalein Missile 
Range in the Marshall Islands.
“The test package performed as expected,” 
said Staff Sgt. John Dendy, spokesman for 
SAC’s 310th Training and Tsst Wing. “It was 
a good launch.”
An Air Force restructuring of major com­
mands will dissolve SAC on June 1, and the 
new Air Combat Command will take over 
responsibility for U.S. ICBMs.
“It was a very big deal for us because it 
was the last launch for SAC,” said Dendy.
Test launches will continue at Vanden- 
berg, the huge central coast base where SAC 
developed the ICBM, launching more than 
600 over 33 years.
The Minuteman 3 launched Tuesday had
See STATE, page 9
CLUB
n e w s
Business club 
teaches practical 
marketing skills
The American Marketing 
Association is an organization 
geared toward business and 
marketing majors. Students 
irom all majors are, however,* 
welcome to join.
The purpose of the club is to 
provide practical business ex­
perience and gain contacts in 
the business field.
“I think AMA is one o f the 
best-managed and most active 
clubs on campus,” said Mar­
shall Eklund, a business 
senior. “We offer the widest 
variety of opportunities for 
business students.”
“Anyone who is going into 
any sort o f business field can 
gain the benefits and more 
knowledge about marketing 
and how it affects all sorts of 
careers,” he added.
See CLUB, page 9
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to purchase personalized 
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Red Cross to help 
riot, quake victims
National organization needs private 
funds to aid L.A., Humboldt County
By Joe Cohen 
Staff Writer _
The Red Cross is three years 
in the red, and they are asking 
for help.
“Nationwide, our financial 
situation is very weak and lo­
cally this is our third year over 
budget,” said Jeannie Nix, ex­
ecutive director of the San Luis 
Obispo County Red Cross 
Chapter.
Nix is making a plea for 
citizens to aid victims of the 
Los Angeles riots and the 
Humboldt County earthquakes.
People donating money to 
the Red Cross can specify 
where their money will go, 
either north or south, or they 
can donate to the Disaster 
Relief Fund which goes to
whoever the Red Cross feels 
needs the help most.
With donations, the Red 
Cross provides emergency dis­
aster aid for basic necessities 
such as food, clothing and shel­
ter.
“As of last Friday, we had 
set up shelter for 111 L.A. resi­
dents and served 12,400 meals 
to victims and relief workers,” 
Nix said.
“We must rally to the aid of 
our neighbors throughout 
California who have suffered 
such tremendous losses.”
Donations can be sent to the 
American Red Cross at 225 
Prado Rd. Ste. A, San Luis 
Obispo, 93401.
Hillary Clinton to speak at 
Poly for fund-raising effort
By Brad Hamilton to be the eyes and ears for the
______________________________THURSDAY, May  7, 1 9 92
BOMB
Staff Writer
Hillary Rodham Clinton, wife 
of presidential candidate Bill 
Clinton, will be at Cal Poly for an 
8 a.m. breakfast fund-raiser on 
Friday.
Clinton’s plans for a 45- 
minute question and answer ses­
sion with students and faculty on 
the Cal Poly Theatre Lawn at 
9:45 a.m., were canceled late 
Wednesday evening.
Elissa Maas, coordinator of 
the San Luis Obispo fund-raiser, 
said Clinton simply was over­
booked.
Clinton will fly into San Luis 
Obispo tonight after she speaks 
at a fund-raiser in Santa Bar­
bara. She will then attend the 
Friday breakfast in the Vista 
Grande restaurant. The $65-a- 
plate breakfast will serve as a 
fund-raiser for Bill Clinton’s 
campaign. Fewer than 90 of the 
200 tickets remained on sale as 
of Monday.
“Part of this trip is to raise 
money,” said Maas, “She is going
to be th  yes and ears for the 
campaign to take information 
back to Little Rock (Arkansas) 
and her husband.”
Clinton’s itinerary includes 
arriving at Vista Grande res­
taurant at 7:45 a.m. She will 
then speak to the breakfast 
audience for approximately 15 
minutes.
Clinton supports pro-choice 
and parental notification for 
abortion. Her husband supports 
parental consent. She aggres­
sively lobbies for children’s 
rights and served as chair of the 
Children’s Defense Fund from 
1986 until this February when 
she resigned to avoid the ap­
pearance of a conflict of interest 
with the non-partisan lobby.
Clinton attended the all­
women’s Wellesley College in 
Massachusetts. Her accomplish­
ments at Wellesley include being 
president of the student govern­
ment and giving a commence­
ment speech in 1969 that was 
published in Time magazine.
After Wellesley, Clinton at­
tended Yale Law School, where
H illa ry  C lin to n
she first met her husband as he 
was talking about the large size 
of watermelons in Arkansas. The 
two married in October, 1975. 
They have a 12-year-old  
daughter, Chelsea.
At 44, Clinton’s accomplish­
ments include being named in 
“National Law Journal” as one of 
the “ 100 Most Influential 
Lawyers in America” in 1988 and 
See CLINTON, page 12
From page 1
ing classes and other incon­
veniences.
“Based on the number of stu­
dents and the number of classes 
affected (by the threats made 
since August), the liability is 
probably somewhere between 
$50,000 and $75,000,” he said.
Berrett, who has worked for 
nine years at Cal Poly, said he 
didn’t know if any other Cal Poly 
students have ever been charged 
or convicted of making a bomb 
threat against the university.
But, he said, “I don’t remember 
the last time we caught some­
body (for making a bomb 
threat).”
Bailey has offered a $1,000 
reward to anyone providing in­
formation leading to the arrest 
and conviction of a bomb threat 
suspect.
The reward still stands, but 
no one received it this time be­
cause the suspect was ap­
prehended via straight police 
work.
RECYCLE
H appy Happy, Joy Joy
Ap(>ly now to become Mustang Daily’s editor in chief 
 ^  ^ for the 1992-93 academic year
Applications should include a resumé, three references ànd up to ' 
five samples of journalism-related work. Applicants must also include 
a cover letter and proposal stating why they want the job and what 
plans they have for the position and the newspaper.
Applications must be submitted to Mustang Daily (Graphic Arts, room 226) 
by Friday, May 8, Questions? Call Jason Foster at 756-1143.
CIVIL RIGHTS AWARENESS WEEK '92*
Admission is FREE unless otherwise indicated
Monday May 11
'M inority Students in the Classroom: A role play. U.U. 205 {1*2 p.m.)
'Countering the Attack on Afrocentricity:* U.U. 220 {2:00-3:00 p.m.)
'Artistic Creativity and Social Oppression:* Ev Martinez U.U. 219 (3:00-4:00 p.m.)
'Victory and Defeat: the CivilRights Movement of the 1960s’ William Chafe (Duke University) 52-B05 (7:30-9:00 p.m.)
Tuesday May 12
'Sexism and Civil Rights:' Gloria Romero U.U. 220 (Noon -1  ;00 p.m.) "
'Christopher Columbus, the Common Lav/ans the American Law of Slavery:' U.U. 219 (Noon - 2:00 p.m.) -
'Farm Workers: Rights and Realities:' Mike Blank U.U. 220 (1:00-2:00 p.m.)
'N iliy#  Americans and Civil Rights: A Continuing Dilemina:* Don Grinde U.U. 218 (2:00-3:00 p.m.)
'Racism the Subculture of Violence and Black Youth Gangs:' Jerome Jackson U.U. 219 (2:(X)-4:00 p.m.)
'The War on the Poor in the 1990's:' Francis Fox Piven, Co-author of Poor People’s Movements 52-B05 (7:30-9:00 p.m.) 
Blues show: Joe Lewis Walker SLO Brew-1119 Garden (9:30-11:00 p.m.) Admission: $7 in advance & $8 at the door
Wednesday May 13
'No Time for the Melting Pot: Multiculturalism as a Civil Rights Issue:' U.U. 220 (11:00 - Noon)
'Books at High Noon:'John Hampsey Staff Dining Room B (Noon -1 :00  p.m.) \
'Qualifications, Affirmative Action, and College Admissions- - Whal s the Evidence?' U.U. 220 (2:00-4:00 p.m.) |
'Racism in the 90s: From the Courtroom to the Classroom:* Morris [ ^ s ,  Co-founder aid Chief Trial Counsel. Southern \
Poverty Law Center CSiumash Auditorium (5:15-6:45 p.m.) Acifnission: $3 student/senior $5 general f
Reception to frtlow: Staff Dining Room B (6:45-8:30 p.m.) AdjEpssion: $15
Thursday May 14
‘ Hate Crimes:* Duncan Donovan, John Castello - Discussion on the Rodney King incident U.U. 216 (Noon - 1 :30 p.m.) 
'The Death Penalty and Its Civil Rights Implications:* U.U. 220 (Noon - 1 :00 p.m.)
'The Draft, Military Service and Conscientious Objection; World War II, Viet Nam and the Gulf:* U.U. 219 (2:00-3:00 p.m.) 
'Civil Rights and the Powerless:* Alan K. Chambers 52-B05 (7:00-9:00 p.m.)
Sunday May 17
El Teatro Campesino; World Renowned Chicane theatre troupe. 
Admission: $9 stadents/seniors $13 general 
Tickets available in advance at the theatre box oftice.
Cal Poly Theatre (8:00 p.m.)
For more info, please contact Jefferson Dong 544-7211 or Dr. Phil Fetzer 756-6147 
M  * Complete programs available in U.U.
fos/Contacts for SLO People
Offering great deals on colored contact lenses
thru May 15th (call for free try on)
O p ic x n ctiic  Service* of S ,n  Lui» O b i»p o
David A Schultz. O.D
C ontact Lenses and Unique Eyewear
7 7 8  M a rs h  S tre e t, SLO 5 4 3 -5 2 0 0
1 0  C a l  P o l y  s t u d e n t s  
E x c l u s iv e  c a l e n d e r  t o  b e
THE UPCOMING ACADEMIC YEAR
)X12 PHOTO WILL BE FEATURED WITH 9  
t?RS IN OUR DECIDEDLY UPSCALE DESIGN 
PnCH WILL BE SOLD IN FINE BOOKSTORES ONLY.
Pr e l im in a r y  p h o t o s  w il l  be s h o t  t h is  m o n th  at 
THE Em b a ssy  S u it e s  Ho t e l .. D e a d lin e  is May 25.
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C O M M E N T A R Y
Media coverage in L.A. was irresponsible
By Marvin Sosna
They covered it like a train 
wreck: damage in dollars, body 
counts, eyewitness rejwrts, all 
the drama and impact of a dis­
aster.
All the marvels of technology 
perfected in coverage of spec­
tacles like the space shots and 
big time sports events were 
there: squads o f cameras,
squadrons of helicopters, in­
stant-replay reports fed directly 
from the scene into computers 
via satellite systems and into 
your lap, even as they occurred.
The media made the Los An­
geles riots come alive; some news 
reporters took physical risks — 
some incurred injury — to bring 
it all to an audience that was 
told everything anybody could 
want to know about what was 
burned and stolen where and 
from whom.
All except who was at fault.
Not that there has been any 
ack of blame-laying. Wfriere was 
the police chief, and why was he 
at a political rally instead of at 
his post? WTiy didn’t the mayor 
call in the National Guard 
early-on ; why, in fact, was there 
no readiness to respond to any 
verdict — acquittal or convic­
tion?
Who did the looting, anyway, 
and where were the emergency 
services that could restore 
electricity to people so dependent 
on it? Who shot whom first, and 
who saw what on television after 
the truck driver was beaten and 
later rescued?
Blame by the bushel does not 
cover fault.
Fault goes beyond this par­
ticular derailment of civilization 
in the nation’s second-largest 
city. Fault examines what led up 
to It, and not only in Los Angeles 
but in cities as diverse as Seattle
and Atlanta.
Chief among the faulted, in 
my view, are the media; and 
chief among the media are the 
newspapers. I fault the publish­
ing houses that have all but 
abandoned their roles as civic 
leaders.
Los Angeles has been ill- 
served by the newspapers that 
awakened to their responsibility 
in 1965 and saw their city riven 
by racism. The Watts riots tore a 
wide wound in the city that had 
ignored or sidestepped the issue 
of ghettoism.
In the wake of that horrible 
week of repeated atrocities, 
leadership emerged — a new 
mayor, financial investments 
and social commitments to black 
areas, a new hospital, real job in 
real careers that allowed people 
a rung on the ladder.
Much of that agenda was set 
by newspaper coverage. Report­
ing focused on the facts of life in 
urban L.A., and editorial ca^n- 
paigns urged creative solutions, 
and it worked. Twenty years 
later, L.A. had bloomed into a 
garden that was proudly dis­
played in the Summer Olympic 
Games.
From that point to this is a 
story of contemporary jour­
nalism’s pursuit of contemporary 
goals: acquisition, development 
and self-protection. Publishers 
have spent the past decade 
poring over charts telling them 
that paid circulation is declining; 
they wonder why, and invest in 
cable television systems to shore 
up the balance sheets.
In the pursuit of marketing 
goals, newspaper executives 
pushed numbers beyond intel­
lect, and their owners become ab­
sorbed in the gadgetry of news 
production to the neglect of what
E D IT O R IA L
the news they produce means.
They commission market sur­
veys to tell them what readers 
want, which readers to pursue on 
behalf of advertisers, how many 
of what kind of people are not 
reading, how to win them back, 
how much they will lose in order 
to gain.
The focus is so fastened on the 
market that they have no time 
left for the mission.
The First Amendment is a 
charter for newspapers unlike' 
any other document given to any 
other business in any nation or 
in history: an irrevocable
guarantee of the right to exist.
It was established at a time 
when newspapers were an essen­
tial part of an emerging society, 
and when they were expected to 
fulfill the responsibility that ac­
companies that magic mantle.
Chief among the historic ac­
tivities of newspapers has been 
that of participating in the 
process of civic leadership. That 
is not to dictate, nor to demand; 
it is to propose and to be con­
cerned, to serve as the conscience 
of the community.
Los Angeles is not well-served 
when its major newspaper 
spreads its resources to suburbs 
hundreds of miles and an 
economic lifetime away from 
downtown L.A., in the chase to 
keep numbers up on circulation 
charts.
Simply reporting statistics on 
crime, numbers of gang ac­
tivities, accusations of wrongdo­
ing, caseloads of welfare, failures 
of successes in schools is not 
what I call leadership. A com­
puter can do as much.
The newspaper shares the 
fault for having a mayor in office 
long beyond effectiveness, and a 
police chief incapable of stem-
New bike lanes are a good move
The Issue: The Tuesday 
night decision by the San 
Luis Obispo City Council to 
approve a resolution which 
calls for the development 
of new bike lanes in 11 
areas throughout the city. 
In addition, the city will 
consider two more areas, 
Higuera and Marsh streets, 
at a later date.
Tblk and action are two dif­
ferent things.
On Tuesday night, the San 
Luis Obispo City Council 
proved it is capable of doing 
both.
The council agreed months 
ago to comply with a stiff clean 
air plan proposed by the coun­
ty. After four hours and 46 in­
dividual statements from local 
residents, the council t(K)k ac­
tion and approved a substan­
tial plan to create bicycle lanes 
throughout the city.
It was a good move.
Admittedly, there are some 
disadvantages to creating 
bicycle lanes. However, promo­
tion of a clean air plan comes 
with a price.
In some areas, the bike 
lanes will hurt parking and 
consequently, could hurt local 
business. According to a San 
Luis Obispo business owner, a 
proposed lane on Santa Bar­
bara Street alone could 
eliminate more than 40 park­
ing spaces.
While encouraging business 
is important in San Luis 
Obispo, encouraging bicycle 
safety and a clean environ­
ment are important as well.
Bicycle lanes will benefit 
Cal Poly students who live far 
away and can no longer find
parking in Cal Poly’s dwin­
dling lots. Not only will the 
move reduce pollution in San 
Luis Obispo, but bicycle safety 
will improve as well.
Bike travel is unsafe in 
many areas o f San Luis 
Obispo. It is hard to encourage 
appropriate environmental be­
havior when a person has to 
practice it under dangerous 
circumstances. Eleven new 
lanes of travel will allow more 
people to bike safely.
Tbrough continued support 
of busing and trolley systems 
downtown and throughout San 
Luis Obispo, City Council 
members have already proven 
they are ready to take action 
to keep less cars on the road.
'IViesday’s decision was one 
more step in the right direc­
tion.
ming a flood of crime.
It is the newspaper’s fault 
that the setting of the civic 
agenda is left to radio talk show 
hosts clearly bent on getting 
numbers by any entertainment 
tactic, taste least important of 
all.
The past week’s round-the- 
clock and page-upon-page 
coverage of the carnage in the 
city was an exercise in exhaus­
tion; it merits applause for its 
endurance, but that is where it 
ends.
What happened last week in 
Los Angeles surprised most An­
gelenos. It shouldn’t have, if they 
had known what was going on in 
their own city.
And if the newspapers had 
been covering their city as they 
should have been, what hap­
pened might not have happened 
at all.
Marvin Sosna is a Journalism 
lecturer. He was a daily 
newspaer editor for 26 years and 
has spent 45 years in the field of 
journalism.
L E T T E R S  TO  T H E  E D IT O R
Reasons for riot 
are misunderstood
America, please wake up 
before it’s too late. The 
violence in L.A. is absolutely 
tragedy and unforgivable. 
However, one should under­
stand the reasons behind it. 
That’s the only way for the 
riots to take off all the frustra­
tions which have been built up 
in their minds and souls over 
years and years.
How can we expect persons 
— who have been treated un­
fairly, who have very limited 
education or technical skills, 
who have no sight of hope in
their future — NOT to become 
riots? Come on, America! Don’t 
trickily push people into a 
dark place, then tell them not 
to be angry and not to turn 
back. It’s ridiculous!
American society definitely 
needs EITHER much better 
social programs and justices to 
bring hope and joy to disad­
vantage people, OR more 
tough cops to get ready for 
another violence in the near 
future.
L e t ’ s R E A LL Y  w ork  
together. Let’s pray the best 
for America.
Hoang Nguyen 
Computer Science
Letters Policy
Letters to the editor should be typed, less than 250 w ords and 
include the author's name, phone num ber and major or 
occupation. Shorter letters have a better chance of appearing in 
Mustang Daily.
Letters may be edited for clarity, content or space lim itations. 
Letters should be turned into the letters box in the Mustang Daily 
office, Graphic Arts Building, room 226.
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Benefit for 
Poly arts 
sold out
By Noel Eidsmore
Staff Writer
If you were hoping to 
make it to the Blazing Sad­
dles Ball this year, you’re 
too late. Tickets for Satur­
day’s ball, a fund-raiser for 
Cal Poly Arts, sold out last 
week.
In its fifth year, the event 
includes live and silent auc­
tions, a live band and the 
presentation of the emnual 
President’s Arts Award and 
the Student Arts Award.
Aaron and Lyn Baker of 
Cambria will receive the 
President’s Arts Award for 
their support of arts in the 
community and their efforts 
to promote the future Cal 
Poly Performing Arts Cen­
ter.
David Nevell, a political 
science major with a theatt'r 
minor and president of Cal 
Poly Arts Student Support, 
will receive the Student Arts 
Award.
These two photos of Dwight Eisenhower and Waiter Matthau are among the many included In the show
BIGGER
THAN
LIFE
Kauffman exhibit features 50 years 
of world-famous photography
By David Bock
Editorial Staff ___ _
Music’s loss is photography’s 
gain.
When master lensman Mark 
Kauffman was 14, he finally con­
vinced his parents to let him sell 
his clarinet so he could buy his 
first camera.
Kauffman’s parents, initially 
resisting his request, changed 
their minds when the teenager 
landed his first professional sale.
“I remember it like it was 
yesterday,” Kauffman said Tues­
day from his office at Cal Poly.
“One day right off the comer 
where we lived, a truck turned 
over that was filled with 
tomatoes. I said Tve got to get a 
picture of this.’ ”
But the teenager was without 
a camera. The one he had been 
using — the old fold-up Kodak 
that gave him his first taste of 
photography — was five miles 
away, the property of one of his 
junior high school teachers.
Displaying the resourceful­
ness and versatility that would 
later est^lish him as a pioneer­
ing photographer, the young 
Kauffman went to a neighbor’s
The first Sports Illustrated cover 
was shot by Kauffman.
home to borrow a camera. The 
only hitch — there were only 
three frames remaining on the 
roll.
He took one picture of the 
truck, tomatoes littering the 
street, but realized that his cur­
rent perspective just wouldn’t do.
“I saw, even at that age, that I 
was not really seeing that scene 
completely, I realized I had to 
get some height. There was noth­
ing around except a telephone 
pole, so I climbed up and took 
the last two pictures there.”
Kauffman quickly hopped on 
a street car (which cost a mere 
five cents at the time) and 
headed to downtown L.A., where 
the now defunct Los Angeles Ex­
aminer newspaper offices were 
located.
“The Examiner had a thing 
where they’d give $5 for 
published news pictures and 
what they called an auxiliary 
press card. I really wanted one of 
those press cards,” Kauffman 
said, smiling.
He left his film and informa­
tion about the incident at the Ex­
aminer, and departed with no 
commitment from the paper.
“I picked up the paper the 
next day, and it’s right across 
eight columns. (The picture) 
went right across eight columns, 
this whole scene of tomatoes and 
that truck — I almost shit. I’ll 
tell you,” Kauffman said, laugh­
ing.
“I went down and they gave 
me that press card, and oh, god, 
that press card was something to 
me.
Mark Kauffman has come a 
long way since then.
At 69, the Cal Poly photog­
raphy lecturer is preparing to 
open an exhibit of pictures that 
spans his 50-year career as a 
professional photographer.
The exhibit, which runs from 
May 9 to June 7 in the Univer­
sity Art Gallery in the Dexter 
Building, features about 150 of 
Kauffman’s photographs which
SHERRY GURTLER/Mustang Daily
Lecturer and longtime photojournalist Mark Kauffman poses with 
various Life covers, of which he shot more than two dozen.
have graced the covers and pages 
of many of America’s most 
popular magazines.
Included in the exhibit are 
about two dozen of Kauffman’s 
Life magazine covers, which fea­
ture a wide range of images and 
subjects immediately identifiable 
and even synonymous with the
"I picked up the paper 
the next day, and it's 
right across eight 
columns...this whole 
scene of tomatoes and 
that truck — 1 almost 
shit. I'll tell you."
Mark Kauffman
times.
Life was considered the 
premier magazine of its day for 
its emphasis on photography, 
and as Kauffman is quick to 
point out, “Everybody in the 
world wanted to be a Life 
magazine photographer.”
The Life covers, however, are
highlights of just a fragment ot 
the work Kauffman produced 
during his 30-year relationship 
with TSme Inc.
During that period, Kauffman 
also played a significant role in 
the creation of a number of dif­
ferent magazines, including 
Money, Discover and Sports Il­
lustrated, for which he shot the 
first two covers.
“When (Life publisher) Henry 
Luce decided he wanted a new 
magazine, they called me and 
said come to New York and spend 
a couple of weeks with these five 
or six other guys and come up 
with something. It was going to 
be a leisure magazine at first.”
Kauffman was the obvious 
choice to b  ^ the founding photog­
rapher of Sports riustrated. He 
was one of the first photog­
raphers to use longer lenses, 
which enabled him to get right in 
on the action and create a feeling 
of Tseing there’ for the reader.
“Now, that’s the big thing. But 
then it was absolutely revolu­
tionary. I set the whole style of 
what sports photography was,” 
he said modestly.
Kauffman shot his first Life
See KAL'EF.VIAN, page H
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Onstage at Backstage
Poly pizza place 
attracting bands 
as concert venue
By Katherine (rdl
Statt Wnter
It has been a little more than 
a year since Backstage Pizza 
reopened its doors, introducing a 
new stage for live music. With 17 
months of experience behind it, 
Backstage is slowly being recog­
nized as a place to listen to 
music and a place to play.
Jeanette Kimball, f(X)d ser­
vices supervisor for the U.U., 
said the idea to put in a stage 
came up five or six years ago 
when the present facility was 
being designed.
“We went through several 
designs” and delays before the 
final plan was chosen, she said.
Kimball said she wanted to 
get shows going when Backstage 
first reopened, but found it dif­
ficult.
“I didn’t know anything about 
booking bands,” she said.
Though the grand opening 
show featuring Rhythm Akimbo 
was a success, other shows oc­
curred sporadically with mixed 
results.
Kimball said lack of publicity 
was partly to blame.
“We weren’t consistent about 
(advertising),” she said. “We 
needed to have done more to get 
people to notice (that there were 
shows).”
Another problem was that no 
one person had the job of booking 
bands, Kimball said.
She said she took care of that 
by hiring Scott Blumin, a Poly 
student, to help run things.
Things are straightening out 
this year for Backstage, and 
Kimball said there have been 25 
performances since the begin­
ning of January.
Those performances have 
ranged from Cole Erb playing 
country to the acoustic work of 
Jen Gutler. Backstage also has 
hosted the hard rock band 
Oedipus Rex.
“Fm basically open to just 
about anything,” Kimball said. 
“We’re experimenting with a lot 
of stuff.”
Kimball said some bands have 
sent in demo tapes as an intro­
duction.
“Most times, though. I’ve seen 
their names or I know them,” she 
said.
Experience has not been a re­
quirement either, Kimball said.
“We’ve had a couple of guys 
play who had never performed 
before,” she said.
Jonno, bass player for
STEVE PIERCE/Mustang Daily
Guitar duo Mike & John give a no-cover-charge performance at 
Backstage Pizza last week.
Oedipus Rex, said playing at 
Backstage Pizza was a great ex­
perience for the band.
“They (Backstage staff) were 
really receptive and helpful to 
us,” he said.
Jonno said he thinks Back- 
stage has the potential to go far 
with a little more work.
“They need to publicize more,” 
he said. “Not just that (shows) 
exist, but that there’s a chance 
for bands to play. I don’t know 
many bands who know the place 
exists.”
Acoustic artist Jen Gutler 
agreed about the need for more 
promotion.
“If Backstage Pizza wants to 
get as big as they can be, they 
have to start advertising,” Gutler 
said. “It could really be some­
thing bigger than it is.”
Gutler added that she thought 
Backstage would benefit if it 
could find a way to capture the 
freshman crowd living on cam­
pus. She said if it brought in 
good acts. Backstage might be 
able to keep people from leaving
campus for entertainment.
Kimball said that Backstage 
already is working to cater to 
students. For one thing, there is 
no cover charge, she said.
“We also don’t serve alcohol, 
which some would see as a disad­
vantage,” she said, “but that 
means there is also no age limit 
as to who gets in.”
Kimball said Backstage will 
host a few more shows this 
quarter, including the University 
Jazz Band Monday through Wed­
nesday of Dead Week, but does 
not know what will be happening 
this summer.
She seud she wants to go into 
fall quarter with next year’s 
plans set.
Working with the bands this 
last year has been quite an ex­
perience, Kimball said.
“The job has been real inter­
esting,” she said. “Meeting all 
the music people and artists has 
been fascinating. It’s been a fun 
atmosphere.”
Thanks for a Great Second Year!
Foothill & Chorro • San Luis Obispo • 549-8028 • Open M-F 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. • Sat. & Sun. 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
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Music for Mother's Day
Poncho Sanchez headlines outdoor concert
By Jennifer White
Staff Writer
The Martin Brothers Winery 
in Paso Robles is featuring the 
sounds of Poncho Sanchez and 
the Cuesta College Jazz Band 
in an afternoon Mother’s Day 
concert Sunday.
Sanchez and his eight-piece 
ensemble will be the headliners 
for the Mother’s Day Jazz Pic­
nic, to be held at the winery’s 
grass amphitheatre.
Performing on such instru­
ments as the congas, trombone, 
trumpet, flute and bongo 
drums, Sanchez emd his band 
will perform a sizzling im­
provise tional blend of cha-cha, 
m am bo and A fro -C u b op  
rhythms mixed with touches of 
funk and soul.
He and his Latin band are 
well-known for their most 
recent album, “A Night at Kim­
ball’s East,” which was voted 
one of the top 10 jazz albums of 
1991.
Opening for Sanchez will be 
the Cuesta College Jazz Band, 
which will perform selections 
including  Bob C u rn ow ’ s
“Children of the Sun,” Brad 
DechtePs “Funky Monkey” and 
Slielton Berg’s “Skip T(X), My 
Lou.”
People who attend the con­
cert will also receive a com­
plimentary wine glass com­
memorating the concert, which 
will benefit KCBX FM 90 
public radio and the Cuesta 
Jazz Band.
Chris Anderson, assistant 
general manager of KCBX, said 
that she is expecting 800 to 
1,000 people to turn out to see 
the two ensembles.
“Poncho is great,” Anderson 
said. “He usually has the whole 
audience on its feet.”
Chris O’Connell, a disc jock­
ey at KCBX, said that the sta­
tion is a non-commercial radio 
station that broadcasts a lot of 
jazz.
He also said that part of 
what public radio is alx)ut is 
presenting alternative music 
that commercial programs 
don’t offer.
“We broadcast nine or ten 
different jazz programs,” he 
said.
Along with the concert, a
variety o f food and drinks will 
be available for purchase.
Martin Brothers wines, 
freshly barbecued tri-tip  
sandwiches, the famous KCBX 
garden salad, Pepsi-Cola, Main 
Street Dairy ice cream and 
SLO Roast coffee are many of 
the treats that will be available 
throughout the afternoon’s 
event.
'Ib produce the concert, 
O’Connell said that p>eople from 
KCBX and the Cuesta College 
Jazz Band will be helping out.
“We will be doing anything 
from emceeing to barbecuing 
and serving food,” he said.
Anderson recom m ended 
that people bring lawn chairs 
or blankets to sit on during the 
concert, since it is being held at 
a grass amphitheatre.
Poncho Sanchez and the 
Cuesta College Jazz Band per­
form  at M artin B rothers 
Winery from 12 to 4 p.m. Tick­
ets are $12 and are available at 
the door or in advance through 
KCBX, the Cuesta College 
music department or Martin 
Brothers Winery.
Winery show to benefit Children's Center
By Cynthia Nelson
Staff W r i t e r _ ______  __ ___
Celebrating Mother’s Day 
with a glass of estate-bottled 
wine while listening to live 
music will be one way to raise 
funds for quality child care at 
Cal Poly.
This w eekend,  T alley  
Vineyards is sponsoring a spe­
cial fund-raiser to help support 
the university’s new Children’s 
Center, currently under con­
struction on the southwest side 
of campus near the Alumni 
House.
The event will feature the 
progressive jazz-samba-folk 
sounds of rock band The Lef­
tovers, who will entertain 
visitors from the gazebo on the 
vineyard’s grounds.
Proceeds raised from the 
Mother’s Day function will go 
toward purchasing outdoor 
climbing equipment for the 
new Cal Poly Children’s Cen­
ter.
Thlley Vineyards, fashioned 
around an adobe home built in 
the 1860s, sponsors one charity 
function each month.
Visitors can picnic under the 
shade of eucalyptus trees while 
sipping from their commemora­
tive glass o f  chardonnay, 
sauvignon blanc, white riesling 
or zinfandel wine from either 
the Talley V ineyards or 
Saucelito Canyon, said Johnine 
Przybyla of Talley Vineyards.
For p a re n ts  br in g in g  
children, the winery grounds 
will provide ample room for 
youngsters to play.
The Leftovers, a local band 
consisting o f Pam Delgado, 
vocalist and congo drummer, 
Sharon Durand, vocalist, 
guitarist and mandolin player, 
Geert Delange, stand-up bass 
player, and Keith Forrest, flute 
and guitarist, will perform the 
benefit concert as the band’s of­
ficial reunion after 18 months 
of the members performing on 
their own.
The band acquired its name 
after the members discovered 
they were all left-handed.
Haila Hafley, coordinator of 
the Children’s Center, hoped 
the concert would bring in at 
least 150 people.
Hafley was especially ap­
pealing to parents of children 
now enrolled at the existing 
Children’s Center attend to 
help support the new project.
She was excited about the 
band and hoped to see a good
tumout for the Sunday concert.
The new Cal Poly Children’s 
Center is licensed to provide 
care for 132 children, up from 
the 68-child capacity of the cur­
rent facility located behind the 
Robert E. Kennedy Library.
It will also have a private 
kindergarten for 24 children of 
Cal Poly students, faculty and 
staff. A teacher and two aides 
will provide hands-on learning 
experiences, or what is called 
developmental education.
Children will have oppor- 
timities to learn reading, writ­
ing and arithmetic from all 
angles, instead of just from 
books, Hafley said.
Lessons in mathematics will 
involve hands-on experience, 
and when the children study 
science, they will work in a 
science area instead o f learning 
by memorization.
w£mt to be able to help 
children love learning. We 
think that is the best base for 
life,” Hafley said.
The benefit concert will be 
held at Talley Vineyards, 3031 
Lopez Drive, Arroyo Grande, 
from 1 to 4 p.m. Tickets are 
$8.50 and can be purchased 
through the Children’s Center.
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thursday, may 7
J Cal Poly poet and professor, 
Alurista, will present a free 
reading of his work at 7 p.m. in 
the Sandwich Plant.
J  The Spins perform at SLO 
Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a 
$2 cover.
_i Peter Will performs at T.A.’s 
Cantina at 9:30 p.m.
War performs at L o co  
Kanchero at 8 p.m.
ij Oedipus Rex and Primal Tribe 
perform at TjA’s Cantina at 
9:30 p.m.
□  Judith Kate Friedman per­
forms new folk music at 8 p.m. at 
Linnaea’s Cafe.
KAUFFMAN
□  The N(xxiles perform at SLO 
Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a 
$2 cover.
□  CT & the Detroit Power per­
forms at Loco Ranchero at 7 
p.m.
^  The Cuesta Company o f 
Players presents “Midnight at 
Musgrave Mansion,” a myster/- 
farce running at the college’s In­
teract Theatre. The play begins 
at 8 p.m., and tickets range from 
$5 to $6.
Saturday, may 9
Ll The Tat(x>ed Love Dogs and 
Mobile Hombres perform at 
T A .’s Cantina at 9:30 p.m.
□  Avocado Sundae performs at 
SLO Brew ing Co. at 9:30 p.m. 
for a $3 cover.
□  The Cuesta Com pany o f 
Players presents “Midnight at 
Musgrave Mansion” at 8 p.m. 
Tickets range from $5 to $6.
Ü Linnaea’s Cafe features jazz 
with Compared to-What at 8 p.m.
Sunday, may 10
□  The Moody Druids will be fea­
tured at T.A.’s Cantina from 4 
to 7 p.m.
LI A Mother’s Day sing-along will 
be featured at Linnaea’s Cafe 
at 8 p.m.
monday, may 11
□  T A -’s Cantina features Blue 
Monday with the Jaminators at 
9:30 p.m.
□  ASI Films presents “The 
Hand that Rocks the Cradle”
at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in Chumash 
Auditorium. Tickets are $3.
tuesday, may 12
□  Del Tha Funkee Homosapien 
performs at lx>co Ranchero at 
9 p.m.
□  T.A.’ s C antina features 
acoustic music with “T.A’s Un­
plugged” at 9:30 p.m.
□  Linnaea’s Cafe features a 
jazz jam with Compared to What 
at 8 p.m.
Wednesday, may 13
□  Inner Faces performs jazz on 
strings at Linnaea’s Cafe at 8 
p.m.
ongoing.
□  “Celebrate the Past — Design 
the Future,” a floral exhibit by 
retiring Cal Poly ornamental 
horticulture Professor Robert L. 
Gordon, runs at the U.U. 
Galerie through May 16.
□  Cal Poly photography lecturer
Mark Kauffman presents “A 
Slice o f  Life: A 50-year
Retrospective of Photography” at 
the University Art Gallery May 9 
to June 7.
From page 5
cover, which featured Eleanor 
Roosevelt and was published in 
1939, when he was 17, making 
him the youngest photographer 
ever to have a picture on the 
front of the magazine.
He would go on to shoot some 
of the most widely recognized 
personalities of the century such 
as Winston Churchill, Paul New­
man, Walter Matthau, Shirley 
MacLaine, and presidents Harry 
Truman, Dwight Eisenhower 
and Herbert Hoover.
He covered five Olympic 
Games, the fight for general in­
dependence in AfHca and the 
Chinese civil war of the late 
1940s, and was the first 
magazine photographer to win 
the coveted White House News 
Photographers Grand Award.
But one would think, with 50 
years of professional photog­
raphy to his credit, that Kauf­
fman would have a favorite sub­
ject or photograph. But with 
“millions” of pictures to chose 
from, the choice is difficult.
“I do have a picture of Frank 
Robinson and Brooks Robinson 
— these two very famous Hall of 
Fame ballplayers,” he said. “It’s a 
studio type of picture and, I don’t 
know, I just like it. There’s a feel 
about it.”
Kauffman stopped working for 
Time Inc. in 1971, but his career 
was far from over. He was hired 
as director of photography for 
Playboy, where he spent almost 
five years. There he had a staff of 
50 and a budget which enabled 
him to “hire the best photog­
raphers in the world.”
And while he didn’t take any 
pictures himself, he was in 
charge of all photi^aphy for the 
magazine, as well as its foreign 
editions.
“No picture got into that
magazine without my signature 
on it,” he said.
Kauffman left Playboy in the 
mid-’70s, began freelancing for 
magazines such as People and 
New West, and after a rough at­
tempt in the restaurant busi­
ness, came to Cal Poly in 1986 to 
teach, where he has remained 
since.
Kauffman has several book 
and magazine projects under 
development. But right now all 
his energy is focused on the up­
coming exhibit.
“Hopefully, every picture in 
there communicates to people,” 
he said. “\bu know, you won’t 
have to figure anything out. 
Hopefully they have some inter­
est, some impact.”
A few of Kauffman’s fellow 
Life photographers will be on 
hand during a special panel dis­
cussion Saturday at 4 p.m. in 
Fisher Science room 286.
Peter Stackpole, one of Life’s 
original photographers, and John 
Domini s, former Life photog­
rapher and former editor of 
People and Sports Illustrated, 
will help give perspective to 
Kauffman’s accomplishments, 
which even he admits is difficult.
“As we put this thing 
tc^ether, it even sort of amazed 
me in a way that I had the op­
portunity to do so many different 
things,” Kauffman said. “.\nd 
that’s thanks to Life magazine. 
Everybody in the world wanted 
to be a Life photographer.
“Thank goodness I became 
one. But I worked hard at it. It 
wasn’t given to me. And being a 
Life photographei, and always 
trying to lift myself every time to 
a different level, I got a chance to 
do that stuff that they’re going to 
see in that exhibit,” he said.
“It’s as simple as that.”
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The Best Deli Sandwiches in Town! 
Homemade Salads * Groceries * Party 
Platters • 3*10 ft. Sandwiches 
Broasted Chicken * Mojo Potatoes 
HAPPY HOUR DAILY!
1638 Osos St., SLO • 543-8684
exp. 5/14/92 { l\aU$TANGDAll^coupons] 5 4 3 -8 6 8 4
• 2'Piece Chicken
• With Potatoes
• 20 oz Soda
.39$2
For All Your 
Graduofion Needs
C ap and G ow ns* 
Diplom a O rders •  
Announcements* 
Thank You Notes *
G r á d C e n t e r
Open 7:45AM-4:30PM  
Morday ihm Friday
CONCERTS
Bass/Ticketmaster
— Bay Area, (415) 762-2277
— Los A nge les ,  (213) 
480-3232
— Santa Maria, (805) 
583-8700
bay area
□Bob Dylan, 5/7, Berkeley 
Community Theatre 
□Jerry Garcia and David 
Grisman, 5/7-11, Warfield 
□Pearl Jam, 5/15, Warfield 
□Blues Traveler, 5/22, War- 
field
□Grateful Dead, 5/23-25, 
Shoreline Amphitheatre 
□Reggae Sunsplash, 5/30, 
Greek Theatre
ventura area
□Bob Dylan, 5/11, Santa 
Barbara Bowl
□Lyle Lovett, 5/15, Ar­
lington Theatre 
□Blues Traveler, 5/23, Ven­
tura Concert Theatre 
□Reggae Sunsplash, 5/25, 
Santa Barbara Bowl
los angeles area
□  B o b  D y l a n ,
5/13,14,16,17,19,20, Pantages 
□Bryan Adams, ^15, Great 
Western Forum 
□Cheap Trick, 5/15, The 
Variety; 5/18, Celebrity 
Theatre
□Simply Red, 5/22, Univer­
sal Amphitheatre 
□The Return of Spinal 
Tap, 6/5, Universal Am­
phitheatre
□Reggae Sunsplash, 6/6, Ir­
vine Meadows Amphitheatre
E I G > r ia l& ^ B o o la t D r e
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CLUB STATE
From pa}>e 2
AM A holds its wet^kly mw!t- 
ings on Tuesdays at 11 a.m. in 
room 225 of the Architecture 
building.
Upcoming events include a 
luau on May 9, a professional 
tour of two Santa Barbara busi­
nesses on May 15, a night of hot 
tubbing at Sycamore Springs on 
May 21 and a wine tasting tour 
on May 30.
Knan page 2
IxHin deployed at Minot Air Force 
Base, N.D. Its warheads were 
removed several weeks ago, and 
a 24-per:«)n crew from Minot 
came to Vandenberg to prepare it 
for launch.
“What impressed me most 
during this operation was the 
solid airmanship of missileers 
and aviators working together,” 
Capt. Dan Wagner, launch direc­
tor, .Hiiid in a prepared state­
ment. “That’s what SAC hiis al­
ways been about.”
The Air Force launches about 
seven ICBMs annually to test 
reliability and readiness of
MUSTANG 
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LOST O U R  LEASE SALE!!
D o o r s  C lo se  M ay 3 0 !! E V E R V r U I N G  P R I C E D  TO  CLEAR!!
 ^ Don’t Forget Mc^ther’s Day, May 10th
O p e n  M o n - v S a t  10 - 8 , S u n  12-5
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.Now The Far Side is as near as 
your [KTsonal compuler.
That's right. Now you can gaze 
into your .screen and .savor a daily 
do.sc' of dementia .straight from 
the mind ofiJary Larson.
While you're at it.you can or­
ganize, view and print out your
\hi\ fiiU Jiitif Uhtt litlilif jilutHf >'
> ' ‘ t t i j i f t  h  1/  i f i t  f l f i / f l ' l t t f  d  f
I t  ' / D  s l l ‘ f l h  f t  ‘ t Ì M j  ' 
h  • I '  h t f i  1: '>f • ( • u i i  sf i n  t h i l l
sch(‘dule by the day, the week, the 
month or the whole year.
You can plug in recurring 
(wents on a wi‘(‘kly, bi-w(>ekly or 
monthly basi.s.
Set audio alarms to keep from 
forgetting things.
.3nd enjoy visits from a menag­
erie of animated characters that 
make random a[ipearances on 
your screen.
So what do you do. dfifi days 
from now, when you run out of 
cartoons'.’
Simple..lust load a refill and 
get ready lo laugh and .scratch 
your way through another year.
I 't
^  Mac /J pos
The Far Side Com[)uter Calendar 
is available at your dealer.
Or call 1-800-367-4802 Dept. CO.
If we were you. we wouldn't 
wait another dav.Two davs. ma.\.
a i i i a z e t  n r
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NIKE HOBART 
GOLF SHOE
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GOLF SHOE
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upper  with 
EVA 
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CERAMIC MID
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hi9 h beam  
Frame pre 
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GOLF BAG
Protouc  h 
4 sec t io n  
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divider 
Heavy 
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GOLF BALLS
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golf  balls
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ATHLEnC APPAREL A  ACCESSORIES
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LYCRA
WORKOUT
BRAS
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LYCRA
WORKOUT
SHORTS
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LYCRA
TIGHTS
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of  c o l o r s  
Great  foi  
skating
ITMTI r r
PROTECTIVE
WRIST
GUARDS
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wrist 
guards 
designi 
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hands  
and wri 
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Sir es  
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adults
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L.A. GEAR 
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P U  
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GENESIS
HIKER
D u ra b le  
l ig h t  
w e ig h t  
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K-SWISS 
SIRICCA LOW
N u b u c k  le a th e r  
u p p e r  r u b b e r  
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NIKE LEATHER 
CORTEZ
S o f t  le a th e r  
u p p e r  
D is c  
c o lo rs
A PAIR
NIKE AIR 
k^ULTRA FORCE 3 /4  
BASKETBALL
F u ll g r a m  le a th e r  
u p p e r  w ith  
s u p p o r t iv e  
s a d d le  fo r  
e n h a n c e d  
f i t  A ir  s o le  
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“  s ty le
SAUCONV
SHADOW
N y lo n  A s u e d e  
u p p e r  
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s h o e
CONVERSE 
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D u r a b le  
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u p p e r
AVIA 
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Local Conservation Corps unit will be cut
By Krystn Shrieve 
Staff Writer
L(x:al branches of the Califor­
nia Conservation Corps are ex­
periencing the side effects of the 
statewide budget crunch.
The CCC, founded for the 
employment and development of 
young adults as well as for con­
servation purposes, has three 
groups located on the grounds of 
the Camp San Luis Obispo Na­
tional Guard Base — the 
Academy, the Construction Unit 
and the Central Coast Center.
The state’s budget crisis 
means a reduction of $6.6 million 
from the CCC’s fiscal plan. The
organization is responding by 
decentralizing training at the 
Academy and eliminating the 
Construction Unit.
“The budget crisis has hit us 
hard. Centers all over California 
have been influenced,” said 
Susanne Levitsky, the Public In­
formation Officer from CCC 
headquarters in Sacramento.
“Two of the options that will 
affect the Central Coast is the 
reduction of  the Academy 
program and the elimination of 
the Construction Unit.”
The CCC contributes more 
than 3 million hours of public 
service, Levitsky said. Members 
alsij provide conservation work
STOP
AL’s BRAKE 
SERVICE
50 Years in SLO
393 Marsh St. SLO
5 4 1 - 3 6 5 8
"All we do are brakes"
and emergency assistance to the 
state each year.
“They plant trees, cut trails, 
clear streams, build playgrounds, 
restore historic buildings and 
revitalize downtown centers,” 
Levitsky said.
She also said that during 
emergencies, corpsmembers 
sandbag levees, fight forest fires 
and provide clean-up assistance 
following earthquakes and oil 
spills.
As of July 1, corpsmember 
training, usually done at the 
Academy, will be decentralized. 
Enos Flores, superintendent at 
the Academy, explained how the 
process will work.
“Rather than going through 
training at the Academy and 
then relocating to a facility, 
recruits will be sent directly to 
their facility and undergo train­
ing there,” Flores said.
“Basically, the management 
i«am felt they could absorb the 
training system within their own 
J>rogram. We felt this would save 
money and still be effective and 
efficient.”
Ci)i €psiilon
The National Civil and Environmental Engineering Honor Society
Presents
The First Annual
Engineering Distinguished Lecturer
Joseph S. Ward, P.E.
S p e a k in g  o n
FAILURE ANALYSTS
TONIGHT
Fisher Science Hall, Rtxim 286 
Refreshments at 7;(X) PM, Speaker at 7:30 PM
WERACE 
YOU WIN!
Professional racing is hell on a car. Every mile 
on the track is like a hundred on the street. As 
race car builders, we follow a car through its 
entire life span often only a matter of hours.
What we've learned at Le Mans and 
Daytona applies directly to the way we main­
tain your car. We’ll tune it for top performance 
and make the minor repairs that can save you 
a major overhaul further down thé road.
Our prices are reasonable and our l l lM a M f  
service is the best. ■  Ï I 1 5 1
Racing car owners trust G O n i l 3 1 l  
us. stiouldrVt you  ^ A l l t O
specialising in Porsche. Audi, BMW, Mercedes, Volvo & VW Autos
273 Pacific Street. San Luis Obispo 543-7473
F l o r e s  s a id  t h a t  by  
decentralizing the training 
program, the organization will 
save $1,073,968 per year.
“The elimination of the Con­
struction Unit will also generate 
about $535,078,” he said.
Although the decentralization 
of the Academy and elimination 
of the Construction Unit are 
p£irts of the CCC’s plan to 
achieve a $6.6 million budget 
reduction, there are other com­
ponents involved.
“There will also be changes 
statewide,” Levitsky said. “The 
Siskiyou and Sequoia centers 
will be closed, and the Bay Area 
Center and headquarters in 
Sacramento will also be restruc­
tured.
“There will also be an increase 
in room and board costs for 
corpsmembers,” she said.
Flores said the local operation 
still needed to make other 
modifications in order to accom­
modate the budget. He cited 
several places that will be af­
fected.
There will be a 50 percent
reduction in vacation time, and 
sick leave benefits will decrease 
by 25 percent.
He said adjustments will also 
be made in salaries and other 
special benefits.
“Unfortunately, the extent of 
some of these changes have not 
been fully determined,” Flores 
said. “We get new information 
every day.”
Levitsky and Flores said that 
so far, membership has not 
changed.
“The one bright spot in this 
whole situation is that we didn’t 
have to cut a single corpmem- 
ber,” Levitsky said.
Flores said that membership 
has actually increased from 
1,670 to 1,746. “We have con­
centrated on making sure that 
we don’t lose any of our current 
members. They are all very im­
portant,” he said.
“The CCC has been a wonder­
ful prograqi,” Levitsky said. “It 
has been a positive force and we 
are doing everything we can to 
make sure that it continues.”
C o l l e g e  C h a l e t
320 KEMTGCKY ST.
• 2 bedroom furnished townhouses
• School year lease - Sept. 1 to June 30
• $960 per month
• 4 Person occupancy
• 2 blocks to Cal Poly campus
• Cable TV, water, trash provided
• Pool, locking storage, laundry
5 4 3 -6 8 1 9
Have a great trnie on us.
Perfect Mother's 
Day Gift!
Student Discount 10%
Made from your picture!
Done while you wait 
Useful, Thoughtful, & Affordable 
1141 Chorro, Downtown SLO
(Acroai fonn Riley's)
__________ 543-7652__________
THIS SPACE 
RESERVED FOR 
YOUR AD
r
Rt^ etblâdes
...for sale or rent.
T here’s no belter way to spend the day than enjoying simple 
pleasures with a special friend. So, d o n ’t let the besi time of^ 
your life pass you by. Put on a pair 
of Rollerblade®  in-line skates.
MAW*
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San Luis Cbispo 
667 Marsh Street • 543-1676
Ptenty ol Free Parking 
Corner of Marsh and Broad
Santa Barbara 
14 State Street • 962-0049
At Ihe Beach • Free Parking
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CITY COUNCIL
From page 1
ce ed ed  in a project that will 
work," he said.
The council voted unanimous­
ly to approve nine of the commit­
tee’s proposed projects, They did 
not approve, however, proposed 
paths on Foothill Boulevard and 
Santa Barbara Street.
Mayor Ron Dunin was the 
only council member to vote no ■ 
on both projects. Councilmember 
Jerry Reiss voted against the 
proposed Santa Barbara Street 
bike lane, which proved to be the 
most contested aspect of the ad­
visory committee’s plan.
Dunin voiced the most discon­
tent with the plan, calling it a 
“very shortsighted approach” to 
the problem of commuter growth.
“Whether we want the growth 
or don’t want the growth, the city 
will grow,” Dunin said. “This is 
not a realistic proposal.”
The council further voted to 
reallocate the $400,000 1991-93 
funds for bike path development
toward the committee’s plan.
Both Reiss and Dunii. again 
voted against this action. Reiss 
expressed regret that he saw no 
other option until the controver­
sy over the Santa Barbara Street 
project was resolved.
The council’s final vote was a 
unanimous referral of the funds 
and Merkel’s proposed Marsh 
and Higuera Streets project to 
the committee and city staff for 
consideration.
The crowd, which packed the 
Community Room of the San 
Luis Obispo City-County Library 
to hear the council’s decision, 
was boisterously in favor of the 
entire plan.
Dunin called for order four 
times throughout the course of 
the meeting, warning the 
audience that he would adjourn 
the meeting if there were further 
outbursts.
Some city businesspeople 
voiced concern over the impact of 
bike lanes on their businesses.
“We’re going to lose parking 
spaces,” Arnold Volny of Volny 
Construction Inc. said. “We 
depend on that on-street park­
ing.”
Jack Farris, owner of Farris 
Lighting, told the council that he 
was “in opposition (to the 
proposed) bike lanes on Santa 
Barbara Street. That’s going to 
affect... in excess of 40 parking 
spaces.”
San Luis Obispo resident 
Brett Cross stated that the bike 
paths are “one of the ways to get 
people out of their cars and onto 
their bikes.”
“It’s just not safe (for bicycles) 
out there,” Cross said.
Sanville said during a break 
in the four-and-a-half hour meet­
ing that he did not see a conflict 
between the plan and any of the 
city’s current growth plans.
SENATE
From page 1
Baker explained that when 
the Academic Senate approved 
the departments last year, they 
did not say that the “last ones in 
are the last ones out.”
Program decisions are based 
on evaluations. The evaluations 
did not target the new majors. 
Baker said.
Senator Jack Wilson from the 
mechanical engineering depart­
ment suggested cutting state 
funding for athletics. “We can’t 
afford programs that are not 
necessary to education.”
Wilson said he believes the 
athletic referendum vote may
have come out much differently 
if the budget cuts were known.
Lynn Gamble, the vice chair
for the Academic Senate, agreed 
with Wilson. She also suggested 
that the university entertain a 
hiring freeze.
However, Koob said that “no 
new jobs does not allow the 
university to continue being ex­
cellent.”
Koob urged them to look at 
the long-term view. “Think of 
what the university looks like in 
five years,” he said. “Are the 
changes going to be positive or 
negative for the future?”
Ya eayya have nutin' ta  do? 
Check out our A & E  eection!
CiassifieD
* * SAM
GUEST SPEAKER 
STEPHEN NUKES 
Spy vs Spy Party-FRIDAY 
Details at Mtg Thi lam  Rm52-B5
POLY PHASE BX
FINAL PAYBACKS 
THURSDAY MAY 7TH 
11 AM-12 NCX>N MEP BLDG 40
SCI&MATH AWARDS BANQUET&DANCE 
MAY 8TH@MADONNA INN WINE CELLAR 
TICKETS AVAILABLE SCI NORTH «218 
EVERYONE WELCOME
SHPE MTG
CHEVRON SPEAKER 
BANQUET TlX TO BE SOLD 
BLDG 53 RM215 
6-7 PM
ASI
EXEC STAFF
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE 
IN UU217A. APPLY TO BE A PART 
OF THIS DYNAMIC LEADERSHIP 
TEAM! DEADLINE IS 5/14.
CASH for COMICS & GAMING ITEMS 
-or Trade Credit! New comics 
every friday-New games weekly!
THE SUB Co m ic s  & p o s t e r s
785 Marsh St-SLO 541-3735
CHEAP THRILLS & RECYCLED 
RECORDS PAYS THE MOST CASH FOR 
USED CD S,TAPES & VIDEO GAMES 
LOWEST PRICES & HIGHEST TRADES 
783 MARSH SLO 544-0686
GMAT GRE LSAT 
TEST PREP!
CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY 
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS.
KLUDGE SALE!~
MISC ELECTRONIC PARTS 4 GIZMOS 
FOR SALE - CHEAP!
WE^ - FRI.IOam - 5pm?, MEP BLDG
~MUSTANG DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK. 
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
Myth and Ritual
The Stone 
Circle
SOPHISTICATED PUPPET ARTISTRY
8 pm May 14-16 
Cal Poly Theatre
Call 756-1421 for Tlx
NIGHT MOVES!!
THE 9TH ANNUAL 5K FUN RUN!! 
THUR. MAY 7@6PM-$4-RACE-$9-RACE& 
T-SHIRT! SIGN UP BY THURS@5:30- 
FOR MORE INFO,CALL 756-1356-OR 
DROP BY UU202C! RUN FOR THE FUN 
OF IT! -CONTACT REC Sf*ORTS
RECYCLE 
MUSTANG DAILY
AT ANY OF OUR SIX CONVENIENT 
LOCATIONS: KENNEDY LIBRARY. AG 
BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE. 
THE CELLAR. THE UNIVERSITY 
UNION. FISHER SCIENCE.
MUSTANG DAILY...
ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY
P « » « o n a t s
RAYBAN OAKLEY REVO AND LOTS 
MORE 10% OFF WITH STUDENT I D. 
CARD THE SEA BARN AVILA BEACH
Greek News
A<I> GREEK WEEK A<I>
GET EXCITED FOR GREEK WEEK ’92 
WHO NEEDS BARCELONA??
Congrats Michelle Kiess 
on Order of Omega 
your Zeta Sisters are 
proud of youl
rOB wants to Congratulate 
Mary Kay Duffy on becoming 
a Poly Rep! Good Job!
GREEK WEEK 
IS HERE!!
"Who Needs Barcelona?"
Tonight:
Volleyball- Mott Gym 
3 mi FUN RUN- UU 6pm
Zeta Tau Alpha 
wishes everyone 
Good Luck for Greek Week!
CLIMB
ATHON
60 HOURS
WALL CLIMBING-CLASSES 
FREE CLIMBING 
DRAWING-GREAT PRIZES 
MAY 5,6,7 ESCAPE ROUTE
ENGINEERING 
AWARD BANQUET
FRIDAY MAY 8th 6pm 
CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
TICKETS $8 FOR ENGR STUDENTS 
AVAILABLE NOW! BLDG 13 ROOM 266
i ^ t e r t a t n m e e t
LIVE ROCK-N-ROLL!!!
with
TRYANGULEKS
This Friday,May 8th 
@ Backstage Pizza, 7-9pm
' Last'& FotiniJ
WHT BELL MOTO-4 MTRCYCL HELMET
REWARD
$30. NO QUESTIONS ASKED 
MARK 544-5797
Sendees
LEARN TO FLY
ACCELERATED GROUND SCHOOL $200 + 
BOOKS OCEANO AIRPORT CALL 
CHARLES 805 473-2001
PROBLEM PAPER? WRITING TUTOR 
CAN HELP. REAS RATES 549-7748
AAA SECRETARIAL Papers - Resumes
Senior Projects - 12 yrs exp.
Quick Turnaround 543-2183
QUALITY TYPING MAC W/ LASER 
PRINTER $1 75/PG LISA 544-5591
R4R WQRD PROCESSING (RONA), 
LASER PRTR.M-F 9AM-5PM 544-2591
Resumes, Sr. Projects, Etc. Macw/ 
Laser Printer. Laura -- 549-8966
MM W »
( Q t ^ l c y m e n t
try -> V
$40,000/YR! READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple 
^ike/don’t like* form. EASYlFun, 
relaxing at home, beach .vacations 
Guaranteed paycheck.FREE 24 Hour 
Recording Reveals Details.
801 -379-2925 Copyright «CA20KEB
ART SALES. BEAUTIFUL PRODUCT; 
GREAT COMMISSIONS! PART-OR 
FULL-TIME. WILL TRAIN. CA’.: 
HELEN AT 438-3467.
SALES REPS 
WANTED
Available for Summer 
2 rooms in 
Pine Creek Condo
Also 1 Summer/Fall available 
Call Dan @ 408-629-9916
LARGE Room available in nicely 
furnished 2 story condo w/ wsh/ 
dry/dsh/hot tub $350/mo 543-9091
Secure a job for fall quarter 
Mustang Daily Advsrtising
is looking for dedicated
individuals who want to gam 
experience and earn $$$
If Interested call Lae 756-1143
Southwestern Summer Work
$460/wk 4 Possible College Credit 
Must Be hard Worker 4 Independent 
We relocate to the North East 
For More Info Call 549-7724
SUMMER JOBS!
Rne High Sierra Family Resort 
aeeks llva-in counselors (20-up) to  
TEACH: Western Rldlng(2), AduK 
Crafts t  Jewelry, Sailing, Archery,
Roomate wanted for summer $300 
prefer male call 545-8926
3Bed-2«Bath LUXURY CONDO-YARD- 
415 No. Chorro-lyr. lease starting 
July 1 st-$1200/mo. 543-8370.
CLASSIFIED RENTALS 
DONT WADE THROUGH THOSE "FOR 
RENT’ ADS, 100+ LISTINGS FOR 
SLO BY TYPE/LOCAL $19 549-8421
STUDENTS
}lications now accepted for 
ly r 190 CALIF 
FOOTHILL HACIENDA APTS
92-93 Schoo  y BLVD
Folk Guitar 4 SIngIrio, 
Watersklirig^(2), Swlmmlng-car>oelrfg, 
Adult Tennis, CfT Director/
Experienced Teacher. 
800-227-0966
WANTED 100 PEOPLE 
We will pay you to lose 
10-29 lbs in 30 days. ALL 
NATURAL (805)655-5637
•• SVi»
^„,e>rS aie 
SONY
WALKMAN,BRAND NEW,CASSETE, 
AM/FM. A MERE $30. 544-7036
SURFBOARD 4 SALE 
6’3* THRUSTER LEASH 4 BOARD BAG 
INCLUDED. GOOD CONDITION 
NEAR NEW $195 
CALL BILL 541-1567
2 Female Roommates Preferably 
Ag Majors to share room 
fully furnished call 541-3707
250mo own rm close campus 
avail 6or7 92 call 549 8419 CJ
(under new mgmt) 2Bd2Ba frnshd 
Ibik to POLY lOMo LEASE 800@mo 
CALL ALEX at 545-8078
: l 0 Í Í Í : : : Í Í P : ^ S ^
0 BEST PRICED CONDOS 4 HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN 
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON 
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE 
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
0 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? 
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST 
EXPENSIVE HOUSES 4 CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO,CALL STEVE NELSON 
543-837(EFARRELL SMYTH R/E
5% DOWN
4 BDR.2 BATH.MISSION ST.
LIVE IN 1 BDR,RENT OTHERS 
$215,000 541-8191
THIS SPACE 
RESERVED FOR 
YOUR AD
HERE'S AH INTtRESTlHG ARTiaE. 
•m t TO? GUfA BRANDS 
ABE COMPARED IH TERMS OF 
FLAVOR RETENTION, ELASTICITY, 
BUBBLE CAPACITY AHO CHEYlINi, 
RESooNO
1
THE COMPUTER GRAPH SHOWS 
THE RESULTS, COMPENSATING 
FOR VARIOUS SALIVA ACIDITIES
IF YOU KNOW Your t h is  
Really helps You choose the
^ PROPER GUM FOR YOUR
^ CHEWING STYLE 
____________
1 ^
WHAT ItUND OF 
NUr YIOULD 
CARE ABOUT 
ALL THIS.^"
EVERYOME
THIS IS HARO 
DATA.’ IT 
LETS YOU 
q u a n t if y  
Yo ur
ENJOYMENT.'
I  THOUGHT FUN WAS SUPPOSED 
TO BE fUN
____/  WEwl I  PREFER
- i te r  — \
EXPERTS
V
ADVERTISE 
IN THE
MUSTANG DAILY
KO N A'S
S E R V E
FRO ZEN
YO G U R T
Located 
behind 
Btagar King 
and Kinkoa 
on Foothill Blvd. 
Make Your Own 
Yogurt CreatlonI 
Wa Hava ovar 
30 Toppingalt
with this coupon
One coupon per customer • Exp 5-14-92
C iL E ^T E  ^  P E R S O N ^« , LXFESXyLE A T  
TI£E CZECH CHw^lEET
2 BDRM 11/2 BTH FURNISHED APARTMENTS 
CLOSE TO SHOPPING AND CAMPUS 
REASONABLE SUMMER RATES FROM $395/ MO 
RESERVE NOW FOR FALL-FROM $650/ MO 
572 FOOTHILL BLVD SLO (805) 543-5292
A I a i i  iib ■ a JI
ÁRT C V C ^
198 South Street 
San L u is  Obispo, CA 
(805) 543 4416
2179 10th Street Los Osos, CA 
(805) 528 5115
i r  a n III a I ^l e s i r e l  ^
ARRESTED?
You May Not Have To Go To Court!
No lee foe phone intormation. What are your options^
No tee for office consultation. What will it cost? ...
What do you face?  ^ Know yt>ur rights . . .
See us BEFORE going to court alone.
Drinking/Driving Defense Clinic
543-7695
1014 Palm .Street • .San l.uis f Ibispo • Since 197.5 -•
M u s t a n g  Daily
viraduate ft
We Have Great Gifts for 
all Cal Poly Grads
Shop‘til 7:00PM  
Monday- Thursday
You'llfindC/A Poly sweatshins. A lu m n i c lo th ing , 
C^ al pnily glassware, graduation cards, b rie f cases. Cal 
Poly cross pens, class rings. A lu m n i license pU fc  
frames, and m ore !
Boobtoie EIGDiioJGíQBoobtDie QG>ncxi
i  TNIVERSITV
A R D E N S ^  
766 Boysen Avenue
• 2 Bedroom furnished apartments
• School year lease ' Sept. 1 to June 30
• $ 7 5 0  per month
• 3 Person occupancy
• 1/2 mile to Cal Poly Campus
• Cable TV, water, trash provided
5 4 3 * 6 8 1 9
CLINTON
From page 3
1991. She served as a legal coun 
sel for the House judiciary com 
mittee  that recommended 
[Nixon’s impeachment and has 
taught at the University of 
Arkansas School of Law.
Clinton currently serves on 17 
corporate and civic boards, in­
cluding Wal-Mart Stores Inc. She 
works as a partner in Arkansas’ 
second-largest law firm — Rose 
Law Firm.
Clinton has stirred up reac­
tions in the past by making al­
legations about President George 
Bush’s infidelity. Moreover, she 
upset Tbrnmy Wynette when she 
said in a “60 Minutes” interview, 
“You know, I’m not sitting here 
like some little woman, standing 
by my man like Tammy 
Wynette.” She also upset some 
women when she said, “I suppose* 
I could have stayed home, baked 
cookies and had teas.” She said 
this in response to presidential 
candidate Jerry Brown’s accusa­
tions that Bill Clinton was steer­
ing state business to his wife’s 
law firm.
“I feel it’s going to be really 
interesting to have a young and 
dynamic woman, who is active 
and has intelligent ideas,” said 
David Brodey, a member of the 
committee to elect Bill Clinton as 
president. “We’re extra lucky. 
We’re the only campus she will 
visit before the primary and the 
only small town she will visit 
before the primary.”
i n e x p e n s ' y *
Clones at
0  Corral.
Whitaker IBM
Compatibles
from WITCO
3S6SX<25 
Personal Computer
$1139.00
386-40
Personal Computer
$1859.00
486-33
Personal Computer
$2359.00
